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An American Brand 
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DIPLOMAT
Horological harmony… Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication 
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Congratulations on the purchase of your Hager Diplomat.  There are 
some watches that not only stand the test of time, but also transcend 
their original intent to become classics.  This collection of the 
Diplomat is versatile, represents our American heritage, and is 
guaranteed to offer a model that suits your signature style. Vintage 
vibes, classic American style in a wear-anywhere watch to be worn in 
every situation. 

These are conservatively styled watches that recall a by-gone decade 
with elements like convex gradient fumé dials, Arabic numeral font, 
knurled tapered crown that creates a slight space between the crown 
and the case proper, hand-finished bevelled edges of the case and sleek 
streamlined minimalist diamond cut dauphine hands.  The clean 
uncluttered dial retains a sense of visual balance, making it pleasing to 
the eye and easy to read.  

In the following pages you will  learn about your new watch  Enjoy 
your new watch!



After an extended period of non-use, the movement must be set in motion by 
winding the crown clockwise in its normal position approximately 20 times. 

Flush- The crown is in the first position. The watch is is the manual winding 
position.

(1st Position) For Manual Winding- If the watch has not been worn in some time 
and needs to be started for use, rotate the crown in a continuous clockwise 
movement in this position (without putting any side-pressure on the crown to push 
it inward into its screw-down position).  It is recommended that the watch be 
started in this fashion before setting it.5-6 turns of the crown should be sufficient to 
get the watch running.
 
(2nd Position) Date- This position is an “empty position”.  Because of the nature 
of the movement this is a empty or ghost postion. If you find that you are trying to 
wind your watch and the crown is just spinning freely without winding you are 
more than likely in position two.  Pull the crown out to position 3 and then push 
firmly back into position one.  This should solve the problem.

 (3rd Position) Setting the Time-  Extend the crown past the 2nd position, which is 
fully extended from the side (this also activates the “hacking” feature). To set the 
time, wind the crown clockwise or counterclockwise until you reach the appropriate 
time. If you feel like there is either reistance or the hands are not flowing freely, 
push the crown back into postion 1 and then firmly but not forcefully pull the crown 
and stem out to position 3.  When completed, lightly push  the crown back into 
position 1 and gently screw the crown in clockwise direction, then tighten it again 
until you feel some resistance. Do not force! 

.

PLEASE BE ADVISED: Forcefully pulling out the 
crown is NOT/NOT covered by the warranty. 
Please use your thumb and forefinger to gently 
pull out the crown and stem. 

DIPLOMAT SECONDS AT SIX POSITION INSTRUCTIONS     
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After an extended period of non-use, the movement must be set in motion by 
winding the crown clockwise in its normal position approximately 20 times. 

Flush- The crown is in the first position. The watch is is the manual winding 
position.

(1st Position) For Manual Winding- If the watch has not been worn in some time 
and needs to be started for use, rotate the crown in a continuous clockwise 
movement in this position (without putting any side-pressure on the crown to push 
it inward into its screw-down position).  It is recommended that the watch be 
started in this fashion before setting it. 5-6 turns of the crown should be sufficient 
to get the watch running.
 
 (2nd Position) Setting the Time-  Extend the crown past the 1st position, which is 
fully extended from the side (this also activates the “hacking” feature). To set the 
time, wind the crown clockwise or counterclockwise until you reach the appropriate 
time. If you feel like there is either reistance or the hands are not flowing freely, 
push the crown back into postion 1 and then firmly but not forcefully pull the crown 
and stem out to position 3.  When completed, lightly push  the crown back into 
position 1 and gently screw the crown in clockwise direction, then tighten it again 
until you feel some resistance. Do not force! 

.

PLEASE BE ADVISED: Forcefully pulling out the 
crown is NOT/NOT covered by the warranty. 
Please use your thumb and forefinger to gently 
pull out the crown and stem. 

DIPLOMAT CENTRE SECONDS INSTRUCTIONS     
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MOVEMENT
HGR 1165 / 7081

Self –winding mechanical movement
Functions: Hour & Minute Hands at the Center, Sub-
Second Hand at 6 o’clock or Centre Seconds, Self 
Winding.
Total Diameter: 26.0mm
Thickness: 5.85mm
Height: 6.9mm
Jewels: 35 Jewels
Power Reserve: 40 Hours
Beat Rate: 4Hz/28'800 vibrations per hour/ Automatic in 
two directions
Accuracy: -4/+20 seconds per day  
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HAGER reserves the right to modify the models illustrated in this 
catalogue at any time. 

© Hager Watches
36 South Potomac Street 
Suite 204 
Hagerstown, MD 21740

HAGERWATCHES.COM
hager.watches@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/hagerwatches
https://www.facebook.com/HagerWatches


